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Abstract

In this paper, we analyze rhe effects of interference canceller on the performance of multitone DS/CDMA system pro

posed by Vandendorpe[5]. There are various kinds of interference canceller suggested by different researchers including par

allel and successive cancellers and we adopt a canceller used by Yoon et al. [9] which is a kind of parallel canceller. We 

cons넌er three kinds of interferences, that is, multipath interference(MPI), interchannel mterference(ICI) and multiple access 

interference^Al). The ICI is the interference between multitones. The equations for variances are derived for the intefer- 

ences and thermal noise used for signal to noise ratio calculation. We also con导der RAKE reception over multipath channel 

which is modeled as lowpass equivalent linear filter and three stage interference canceller used for performance improvement. 

We show the performance res니ts for number of canceller stage, diversity order and number of users and draw some con

clusions that interference canceller is effective in multitone DS/CDMA system and the performance is further improved with 

the higher order of diversity and larger number of PN chips.

I. Introduction

Multicarrier code division multiple access (CDMA) sys

tems have gained considerable interests in recent years in 

the area of wireless personal and multimedia communicat

ions [1]. It is mai기y because we can get the higher rate 

data transmission, bandwidth efficiency and interference 

reduction from the combination of multicarrier technique 

and CDMA scheme. Four kinds of combination types of 

code division and multicarrier scheme have been proposed 

since 1993, such as multicarrier(MC) CDMA, multicarrier 

(MC) DS-CDMA, multitone(MT) CDMA and narrowband 

multicarrier (NMC) DS-CDMA.

These four schemes were proposed by different persons, 

that is, MC-CDMA by N. Yee, J-P. Linnartz and G. Fet- 

tweis[2], K. Fazel and L. Papke[3], MC DS-CDMA by V. 

Dasilva and E. S. Sousa[4], MT CDMA by L.Vanden- 

dorpe[5], and NMC DS-CDMA by S. Kondo and L. B. 

Milstein[6]. The system explanations of the first three 

schemes were presented by R. Prasad and S. Harafi] with 

performance comparison, and we now describe the key 

characteristics of each of the four schemes.

MC CDMA transmitter spreads the original data stream 

over different subcarriers using a given spreading code in 

the frequency domain. Each PN code chip modulates dif

ferent subcarrier. Thus we can see the PN sequence aligned 

in the frequency domain and each subcarrier spectrum 

bandwidth is the same with that of original data. MC 

DS CDMA transmitter spreads the serial-to-parallel con

verted data streams using a given spreading code in the 

time domain so that the spectrum of each subcarrier can 

satisfy the orthogonality condition with the minimum fr

equency separation. This scheme can lower the transmis

sion data rates in each subcarrier so that a relatively 

larger chip time makes it easier to synchronize the spread

ing sequences. MT CDMA transmitter also spreads the 

serial-to-parallel converted data streams using a given 

spreading code in the time domain so that the spectrum 

of each subcarrier before spreading operations can satisfy 

the orthogonality condition with the minimum frequency 

separation. However, the resulting spectrum of each sub

carrier no longer satisfies the orthogonality condition 

because of longer spreading codes with relatively higher 

chip rates according to the number of subcarriers and se

vere overlapping between subcarrier spectra. In the NMC 

DS CDMA system, the available frequency spectrum is 

divided into M equi-width frequency bands, and each fr

equency band is used to transmit a narrowband DS wave

form without overlapping between each band spectrum. 

In this paper, we consider only the MT CDMA system.

Meanwhile, the capacity of a cellular CDMA system 

is mainly limited by a variety of interferences. And so, 

many papers have been proposed and investigated various 

interference cancellation schemes involving successive can

cellation [7][8][9], and parallel cancellation [10]. We derive 

and analyze the performance of a BPSK modulated multi- 

tone DS/CDMA communication system with interference 

cancellation scheme proposed by Y. C. Yoon et al.[이 in 
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this paper. Various interference terms are considered inclu

ding multipath interfemce(MPI) term, interchannel interfer

ence (ICI) term due to overlapping between carrier spectra, 

multiple access interferehce(MAI) term and background 

Gaussian noise. Vandendorpe[5] presented performances of 

a QPSK modulated MT CDMA system, however, the re

sults are not correct. That is, the author insisted that the 

performance was improved as the number of carriers in

creased, however, the performances were almost same for 

various carrier numbers, for example carrier numbeis M - 

4 and 32 with fixed bandwidth[l 1]. We can also see the 

similar results in [6]. And another technical schemes are 

needed for performance improvement in the MT CDMA 

system, for example, convolutional coding and interference 

cancellation. Also the paper submitted by Y. C. Yoon et 

al. [9] have some faults in deriving the interference varian

ces and performance results which show too good perfor

mance to be processed in a multipath fading channel.

In this paper, we adopt the cancellation technique of 

[9] to the BPSK multitone CDMA system and 아tow per

formance improvement by canceling the interferences. Also 

we accurately derive the performance equations and nu

merical results. The next section describes the system and 

channel model, especially the receiver model with correl

ator outputs. Section HI gives the analysis of the canceller 

performance in the MT CDMA receiver system. Section 

IV gives numerical results from theoretical calculation. 

And the conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. System and Channel Model

In this communication system, we assume that there 

are K mobile stations asynchronously transmitting over 

their individu시 multipath fading channel to a single base 

station receiver. This section describes the system's trans

mitter, channel and receiver models.

2.1 Transmitter Model

We consider reverse link of a CDMA cellular system 

with K active users. The models of transmitter and rece

iver of a MT DS CDMA system are 아iowti in Fig. 1, and 

the transmitter model is similar to that of Vandendorpe 

[5]. The input data symbol stream at the rate of NJTb 

is split into Nt parallel streams of symbol duration Tb by 

serial-to-parallel converter. The mth symbol stream modul

ates a tone with a frequency fm. The carriers are ortho

gonal on the symbol duration and hence are given by fm 

=f0 + m/Tb where Tb is the symbol duration on that car

rier. We can consider £)= 0 for convenience. The trans

mitted signal for user k can be described by the sum of 

multiple subcarriers.

(a) Transmitter

(b) Receiver

Figure 1. Model of multitone CDMA communication system.

S*= 亶瓦ak(t- 7》幺，bk.m(t- e)cos(2”M(— r*)+  Vk) (1) 
m- 1

where

b&q = S b^Pr.it-nT,-) ⑵
n = - oo

Ct(f) = S a^PTc(t-nTc). (3)
” =-8

Pk and ak(t) are the transmitted power and the PN 

sequence, respectively, and bk,m(t) is the data symbol on 

the mth carrier for the kth user. P-r(t) is the unit rectan

gular pulse defined as Pi<t) 교 1 for 0<t<T and PT(t) = 0 

otherwise. M is the total number of carriers and fm means 

the frequency related with mth carrier. The data symbols, 
bn(k), are assumed to be independent and identically distr

ibuted (i.i.d) sequences with Pr [bn(k) = 一 1] 르 Pr[bn(k) = 1] 

-1/2. Tc is the chip duration such that Tc « 1/W, where 

W is the channel bandwidth. The pseudo noise sequence, 
anfk), has a period of N such that Tb = NTC. For user k, 

Tk is the transmitter time delay and is the phase offset 

relative to that of desired user.
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2.2 Channel Model

The link for user k can be modeled as a linear filter 

with complex valued lowpass equivalent impulse response 

such as

膈 t) = % &庭(一如)/" (4)

where subscripts k、I refers to path I for user k. Equation 

(4) can be characterized by the number of paths Lk, path 

gains B心,time delays tk,i and phases。心，We assume 

that the path gains, g 心，are independently and identically 

Rayleigh distributed according to

f^x) = (2x/p0)exp(-x1 2 */p0) (5)

1) Correlator Outputs with Initial Data Estimates

In this section, we derive expressions for the correlator

outputs with initial data estimates for each of the K users.

where E [^2 ] = po • Each path phases,。心，has a uniform 

distribution over the interval [0, 2k). Furthermore, it is 

assumed that the sets {电}, { 8心} and {are mutually 

independent and that the members within each set are 

i.i.d. random processes for all k and I. As the symbol 

duration Tb increases with the number of tones, the delay 

range remains constant given by Tb/M.

2.3 Receiver Model

The received signal at the front end of a base station 

is the sum of all the signals arriving from each user or 

each mobile station over multipath channel with the ther

mal noise such as following equation

KB = £[ 你r)次 + "(£) (6)

where n(t) is a zero-mean white Gaussian process with a 

two-sided power spectral density No/2. From (1) and (4), 

this can be written as

r(i) = 右 丈； £, \R瓦 BxtU 다「心S
«= 1 m= 1 7=1 (7)

cos 妥fg t - 8虹 /)' + M( f)

where the time delay r^/ — tkil+ Tk and the phase offset 

8鼠i = (2丸丿;以」—叫一仇」)mod 2笊.We assume that 

rk,i and are uniformly distributed over [0,Tb /M] and 

[0, 2 兀)，respectively, and there are no gain and phase 

differences between subcarriers for any user's specified 

path.

Many symbolic definitions are similar to that of [9], ho

wever, the notations are more complex due to the usage 

of the concept of multitone modulation. If we obtain ac

quisitions of the spreading sequence of each user i and 

each path Z, the receiver coherently demodulates and de

spreads the received signal. It is assumed that the corre

lators are aimed to recover the signal on the first path of 

the /th subcarrier for user i. At the instant of t = nTb + ti」, 

the correlator output for the user i's /th subcarrier can be 

written as

就:=,v K t)!)cos- !)dt (8)

where l represents the phase estimate of 0k( and ⑵ 

is 2nfj - For compact expression of the correlator output 

equations, we define some symbolic definitions in advance 

before giving the full expressions of each output term. 

For IMzMK, l<.k<.K and 1W/M乙*,  the multiplications 

of path gain and phase difference term are defined as

Gc{i, k, I)=伍"海(印./一 毎i) (9)

Gs(i, k, /) = & (、編-Si' (10)

Furthermore, we define four partial cross correlation fun

ctions such that

旳(r)=『 Mi幻+7、W")
J (n- 1) Th + r,.i (]])

cos[ (<ym—(w;) t]dt

》们(「)= I ak(t~ Tk^a^t- r1；1)
r (12)

cos[(cym 一 a)j)t\dt

@*3)= f, v a^t~ rkJ+ r,.i)
J 3T) 4 + r,.i (]3)

sin[ (a)m— Wy) t]dt

p + G.1
。爲3 = I rk^a,{t- r,;1)

r (14)
sin[(<ww 一 a)j) t] dt

where r is any arbitrary value K-iween (n-l)Tb + ri,i 

and nTb + ri,i. With considerations of (9) and (10), the 

full cross correlation between the signal of user Vs Zth 

path normalized with respect to its received signal power 

and user fs spreading signal is defined as

九G0“)[偿 3%(「) +晔■%(「)] (15)

fs(i, = Gs(i, 0%冏 + 蘆 0i.((r)]. (16)
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Using the above definitions, we can write the correlator 

output as five parts such that

= fPJ2 b" TbGc(i, i,\) (17)

L. ______
"=邳 V Pi/2 fc(i, i, I, nJ) (18)

M A _____
jp = £ £ JE『기也 (i，'，k + 0," l, 几 m)]

/=， (19)

t=l，n=l /=i /m、
5 꺼*  j izu丿

7疗 L v 丄算(t)q(t i 玲,i)3S(a“t—a,i)dt (21)

Dn(,) represents the desired signal of the ith user, I」" the 

output of its multipath interference(MPI), Jn0) the output 

of the interchannel interference(ICD, Mn0) the output of 

the multiple access inter^erence(MAI), and 7n(l) the output 

of the noise signal. The next step is obtaining initial data 

estimates for usage in interference cancellation.

2) Outputs of RAKE Receiver

In this paper, we consider a RAKE receiver which co

herently combines the signals over each path and if we 

define the correlator output n" of equation (8) as z}^d, 

the decision statistic of the RAKE receiver output using 

maximal ratio combining diversity can be written as

= £ 田”*d (22)

where d is a parameter for diversity order and g/ is the 

estimated path gain at thq receiver. We assume the fading 

and noise on each path are mutually and statistically inde

pendent and that the averse power per path is identical 

for all paths. The bit error rates after maximal ratio 

combining diversity can be derived from the following 

equation[12]

R=【(D/2]。靠"(°一；+')[(1 + “)/2卩 Q3)

where D is the order of diversity and

“ ='TtZTCH-tZ) . (24)

The is the average signal-to-noise ratio(SNR) per path.

3) Outputs of Single Stage Interference Canceller

In this subsection, we derive the correlator outputs sub

tracted the interference terms using one stage interference 

canceller. For doing this, we must derive the replica of 

the hill cross correlation expressed as

A(/, k, l,xt y, 1) = Q仃优 시X치i(0)R{(「)

(25a)
+ 职(0)理，3]

人0"—乂1) = 4(提,Z)[班](0)依,(「)

(25b)
+ 落(0)斐，h)L

And number 1 in the parenthesis means the stage number 

of interference canceller and y represents the carrier nu

mber to be correlated. By subtracting the replicas of the 

interference terms from the decision statistic of (22), we 

can get the results one stage cancelled for user fs xth 

data bit given by

z"( 1) = z'? 一 4°( (26)

We can express the subtracted interference terms using 

the definition of (25a) and (25b) such as

矽P) = % (27)

丿⑴=£ 支■同奇，(i, + f, (i, i, I,

(28) 

蜘"(1) = £ ?：如瓦"祯(i，E*,l) + 膈

i = t /=!

By substituting (22), (27), (28) mid (29) into (26), we 

obtain new correlator outputs with one stage interference 

cancellation given by

政)⑴=D" +冲⑴+ +冠紀⑴+相) (30) 

where

L, ______
双⑴=*/耳7^以，3,山3,1) (31)

M L, ___
人"⑴=£ £ J帀毎(<,i,l, + f, (i, i,/,x, m,l)]

：：'；s (32)

甫顷⑴ = 図甚归기R/2筝（財,/,x,m,l）+戸（財」,（33）

We define the subtracted version of full cross correlation 

such as

7r( i, k, l,xt m.l) = fe(if k, I, X, m) - /r( it k, l,x, mtl) (34a)
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7,(  i, k, l,x, m,\) = f,( i, k, I, x, m)-久(i, k, (34b) Z(i, k, l,x, m.u) = Gr(i, k, 1)[於％, - 1) P^,(r)
(42a)

+ 及“。一 1)P饥(r)]
Rewriting (34a) and (34b) more detailed with enough ac

curate channel and phase estimates as

Z k, l,x, m, 1) = Gc(z, kt I) [ 5咨(0) Pj,(r) + *)(0)効"(r)]

(35a)

Z( i, k, l,x,m,W= G(提,硏推 1 (, 一 1)成 r( r)
(42b)

+ 方"3 T)以,3]

where

人0 鼠 I, x, 1) = G( i, k, 1)[弟](0)叫,(r) + 弟(0) 圳

(35b) 5")3)=房"-應 3). (43)

where

殍)(0)=玳 t£(o). (36)

As in the previous subsection, the hard decision of 

the vth stage is performed and we finally get to the last 

stage bit decision b* ⑴ (V) by goin응 through each sta흥e 

step by step in order of v = 1, 2,V,

The symbol bit for user i's xth bit is decided based on 

hard decision at the sin응le stage interference canceller 

output given by

/痹(切=sgn [ ]. (44)

収"gW(])] (37)
III. Performance Analysis

4) Outputs of Multiple Stage Interference Canceller

After one stage cancelling of interferences by (26) or 

(30), we can get a more accurate data decisions, b/k) (1) 

for 1 <k<K. For multiple stage interference canceller, this 

decision result should be an input to a second stage can

celler for generating even more accurate replicas of the 

interference terms and these terms are removed from the 

original decision statistic by the same manner of (26). In 

the general case of V-stage multiple interference canceller, 

above steps are repeated in each stage. The correlator 

output of the vth stage canceller(l < p <V) for the xth 

bit of the ith user is

In this section we derive the variances of signal and 

interference terms for the three cases discussed in the 

previous section. We can derive bit error probabilities 

using the signal-to-noise ratio.

3.1 Performance with Initi히 Data Estimates

From (17)-(21), the variances of each term can be cal

culated. First, the variance of desired signal term is given 

by

E[(Z)"2]= 을 TiE[G?(z,z',l)]
(45)

where

工£炉+以刁3) + 7紀3) +协顼3) + 7沖 (38)

The MPI, ICI and MAI output terms at the vth stage are 

respectively given by

研莅(草,1)] = E[^]E[cos2^eiA]

=*  硏展iHl + exp(-2。%% )].
(46)

/PJ2 以草, (39)

/=， (40)

This result is from the fact that Efcosbx] = exp( —b2 Jx2/2) 

for a constant b and a zero-mean Gaussian random 

variable x. The variances of the MP1, ICI and MAI can 

be written as, respectively,

K M »
M * (v) — y1 V1 V

H[7代 v) + (心) Var[I^] = 을 1) i, I, nJ)] (47)

The generated version of the full cross correlation at the 

pth sta응e canceller with enough accurate gain and phase 

estimates becomes

M
(-) 2 2

Var\Jn 2 0-1)£件戶 W，5)]+ELR (""꺼)]} 照

&시-브 (K— l)Lk 纟
Z I (49)

k, I, n, m)]十」k, I, n, w)]) 
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where

硏為，H ”,，)] =吉剧房.,]鶴 (50)

E[f^i,kJ.n,m)] = E[G^i,k,D
(51)

{E[(战,(r))"| + E[(鲨,(r))F

E[g(，，血 /, ”, m)] = E[偿3, k.t)
(52) 

(S[(Q；,(r))2] + E[(0：,<r))2]).

These variances can be calculated from the fact that 

E[G3(財,/)] =E[G^(i, k.D] =E[电]/2 and

纟[{剧 P?" (r))2] + £((Pr,<r))2] + £[ (Q”"》‘ ]+£[(如,(r))2]} 
>W* ；

= 夕 ----登___fi_______N___ sin 2?侦F)] (53)
스】 办一护 I1 2커jD Sin N ] Q히
nt*;

，W {E[R,3)勺 + 硏(段，(r))2 ] + E[ (Q"' ] + E[(既,(r))2 ]}

= [夸 + 幺 -蛆쓰M —石스fSi"2*叫] (54)
I 3N .#=1 jp(m-j)1 I N 」

Finally, the mean and variance of the noise term are 
E[〃*]  =0, and

V”[舟] = N0>/4 (55)

From (45), (47), (48), (49) and (55), we can obtain the 

averaged SNR per path at the RAKE receiver output for 

the ith user's /th carrier defined as

.. . f_______ 史 CD* 勺,、 ,、(56)
服 _ VarlI^]+Var[J^]+Var[M^}+Varl^} ㈣

3.2 Performance with Single Stage Interference 

Canceller

We present the performance analysis of the single stage 

canceller with accurate channel estimates in this subsection. 

From (31)-(33), we can obtain the variances of MPI, ICI 

and MAI leaving the expectation of desired signal squared 

and noise variances unchanged. The variance of MPI term 

can be written as

Var[ 娜⑴] = 블 {Li - 1) E[ 光( i, i, I, x, j, 1)] (57) 

and the variances of ICI and MAI terms can be written as

卩冰[•欢(1)] = 을，(L T) £ m,l)]

(58)
+ £[*(£  i, Lx, m, 1))

Var[ (K~ 1)L*  幺kr l,x, w(l)]
' 宀 (59)

+ 归 3( ", l、x, m, 1)}

where

E[•〃(財,= E[(房*) (0))2]硏G* (混,7)]]
(60)

{剧夜心))2] +剧(知J))"]}

E[貞& k,l,x, 股)(0))2 ]E[GU i, k, /)]]
(61) 

伍[縛(「))2] +剧(畝,3))2]}

The term of data symbol difference between the original 
bit bx(k) and hard decision bit bx(k> (0) is defined in (36) 

and its variance is determined from the conditional pro

bability of initial data decisions

^”終(0) = 潛|松씨 = 1一况*)(0) (62)

Pr[#(0) = -时씨磨] = 况£(0). (63)

By the definition of (36), we obtain

Pr [ 爲*)(0) = 이 "씨 = 1 - 庆%0) (64)

PrW써(0) ="卵|£必] = 片)(0) (65)

and the variance of 5羿(0) is given by

E[。羿(0))2] = 4》羿(0). (66)

From (45), (57), (58), (59) and (55), we can get the 

averaged SNR per path out of the one stage canceller 

such as

卢= ,__________专[(孵)勺，.___________L
"l 卩&fM"(i)r+化兄•潛(i)]+&，{力也i)]+比，食：'']•

(67)

3.3 Performance with M니Iti미e Stage Interfer

ence Canceller

We derive the interference variances of the multiple 

stage canceller in this section using the similar method of 

the previous section. For V stage1 canceller, the decision 

statistic and bit error rate are resulted in each stage, and 

all the bit error rates of the previous stages are needed 
to obtain the final stage's bit error rate pe(l) (V). That is, 

the calculation of bit error probability is repeated in each 

stage. As in the previous section, we can get the three 

interference terms, MPI, ICI and MAI, respectively, given 

by
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p
卩眼•[”‘3)]=」矿(L； -1) £[/?(?, i, l,xj, p)] (68)

閒[冲(u)] = 으 L 力]
Li m=\

(69)

{E[$幻,i, l,x, mt 切 + £[无(很,I, %, mt v)]}

硏欲[ 犹、)] = 브 (K-l) 切 5

Z 허 = 1 (70)
{団了%(i,虹 /,为,]/)] + £[ 7¥( i, k, I, x, 访]}

where

k, ltx, 切]=E[(爲”3 - I))?]
(71) 

剧G，d)]剧(尸爲3) +段SV ]

E[}1( i, k, /, x, mt 闭=E[(秋"y - I))?]
(72) 

剧 G《(財,，)]E[(Q"3+夜心))"]

The term of data symbol difference between the original 
bit bx(k) and hard decision bit bx(k> (v-1) is defined in (43) 

and the variance of - 1) is given by

剧("(D)2] =时 3-]). (73)

From (45), (68), (69), (70) and (55), we can derive the 

SNR out of the one stage canceller and bit error proba

bility

耻)= £[")勺
E刃-—函■浮顽厂商商而須而做顽车■扇前T

(74)

V. Numerical Results

The effects of different parameters on system perfor

mance are investigated. We assumed that the input data 

symbol duration Tb/Nt and the bandwidth is about Nt /Tb. 

The symbol duration on each carrier is Tb and the band

width on each carrier is also about 1/Tb. We set all the 

received powers to be equal with power control, and the 

average path strength for all users and paths is taken as 

E[3kj] 그 1 in the theoretical calculations.

Fig. 2 아tows the BER versus Eb/No when the number 

of users K = 5, the number of carriers M = 12, the number 

of chips N = 128, the number of multipaths L = 4 and the 

order of diversity D = 2. In this case, the use of interfer

ence canceller is essential for communication. As the 

number of canceller stage increases, the performance is im

proved rapidly. However, there exists error floor for each 

stage. Fig, 3 is a plot of BER versus Eb/No when the

Figure 2. BER versus Eb/No with K = 5, 이 = 12, N = 128, L 
=4, D = 2 for three canceller stages.

Eb/No [dBl

Figure 3. BER versus Eb/No with K = 5, M 즈 12, N = 256, L 
=4, D n 2 for three canceller stages.

number of PN chips are increased to N = 256 with the 

other parameters are same with those of Fig. 2. Without 

canceller, the degree of improvement is very small. Esp

ecially, the case of stage number S = 2 shows the most 

dramatic improvement. At the Eb/No = 30dB, the bit error 

rates are about 6*10  4 in Fig. 2 and 2*10  6 in Fig. 3. 

The number of spreading chips can be an important 

design factor. Fig. 4 presents the effects of diversity on 

the system performance with K = 5, M = 12, N = 128, L = 4 

and the number of canceller stage is fixed to S = 2. The 

case of D = 2 is also shown in Fig. 2 and we can use it 

as a comparison reference. In the situation of given par

ameters, MRC diversity(D = 3) is more effective than inter

ference canceller(S = 3) without consideration of hardware 

complexity. For example, the required E/No's for BER = 
10 5 are about 24dB and 14dB in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4, re

spectively. Fig. 5 is a plot of BER versus number of 

users with M = 12, N = 256, L = 2, D = 2 and Eb/No = 30 

dB. There may be various kinds of graphs according to 

the number of paths L and the order of diversity D. From 
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the results of the performance evaluation, when there is 

a limit in the performance improvement by the interfer

ence cancellation scheme, the use of higher order of diver

sity can be recommended.

Figure 4. BER versus Eb/No for various diversity orders with 
K h 5, M m 12, N- 127, L - 4, S « 2.

Figure 5. BER versus K with Eb/No = 30dB for three canceller 
stages. L » 2, D - 2, N - 256, M 皿 12.

V. Conclusions

In this paper, we analyzed the effects of interference 

canceller on system performance with consideration of 

RAKE reception. We use the canceller scheme proposed 

by [9] in BPSK modulated multitone CDMA system, and 

derive the variances of MPI, ICI and MAI. We assumed 

very accurate estimation of path gain and phase. The 

interference cancellation scheme used in this paper is very 

effective in performance improvement of MT DS/CDMA 

system. Also the increase of chip numbers per symbol is 

the most effective in case of cancellation stage number 

S k 2. That is, the degree of performance improvement is 

the largest in this case. And also the order of diversity 

D = 3 shows a good performance which is available in 

data communication at Eb/No = 20dB. There may exist a 

number of calculation results and graphs according to the 

variations of each parameter and we present four figures. 

From these results, we can know that the number of chips 

and the order of diversity are very important parameters 

in design of multitone CDMA system with interference 

canceller. The next step of the work in this paper is to 

evaluate the system performance with consideration of 

error in path gain and phase estimation.
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